Adobery’s Puzzles & Games

May 2020 Puzzle

Star Crossed

Use the five crossword style clues to find five people of note. They could be actors, authors,
athletes, historical figures, fictional charactesr, etc.. It could be first name first, then last name or
in reverse order. The resulting answer may need to be adjusted to match a real name as the clues
may only lead to a phonetically correct answer or one slightly misspelled or shortened.
Example 1: Steal again? A: Rob Moore
Example 2: Additional Lowe footage? A: Moore, Rob
1. Red-heads acknowledgements of received messages?
2. “Which Black-eyed Peas’ house are we breaking into?”
3. Piece of jewelry of a multiple Laurence Olivier award winner?
4. How a soup of lore was started?
5. Freddie Munoz

Rhyme Time

The answers to each of the clues below are in the form of a rhyme. Correct answers will be
more like a perfect rhyme, and have all of the syllables rhyming. Your answers can be longer
than two words, but the combination of the words/syllables will all need to fit in with the rhyme.
Example: Feline headwear? Answer: Cat hat
Example: Bee’s behind? Answer: Stinger Bringer
Only one answer may be submitted for each clue.
It is possible there are alternate correct answers.
6. Back to the Future star and Fraiser producer?
7. American Pie or Freebird?
8. A medieval joust?
9. Tommy Cooper’s last performance?
10. Blue man group’s territory?

Guzzles

I’m sure you’ve all seen a wuzzle before…word + puzzle = wuzzle! Well, this is like that, but only
with pictures, which would be picture + puzzle = puzzle. Crap. Okay, we’ll go with graphics instead of
pictures, hence Guzzles!
Wuzzles normally clue you to a common word or phrase, but these Guzzles will clue you to a title.
It could be the title of a book, movie, TV show, comic strip, song, etc. There are five graphic puzzles
below. Graphics for each puzzle are not necessarily in a particular order. (Keep in mind I would never
give you an image straight from the book/movie/song/etc I was trying to get you to guess).
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Unscramble

Unscramble each phrase to reveal the number of words indicated in parenthesis.
16. Ruling: Watch a lot (2 TV Shows, worth 2 points)
17. Grape Mill (3 body parts, worth 2 points)
18. Worst Dater (1 celebrity)

